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crinoidea. The impalpable shales 
of the hill seem to have been deposited from above, -the soil 
of a lumjno~~  shores carried far by the sea, and thrown down 
in the calm on beds of zoophytes and shells ; whereas the lime 
appears to have been elaborated, not deposited : it grew upon 
the spot slowly and imperceptibly as age succeedecl age, - a 
secretion of animal life. 

After passing slowly around, the hill, here striking off a 
shell, there disinterring- a trilobite, --here admiring some huge 
mass of chain-coral, that, even when in its recent state, I could 
not have raised from the ground, - there examining, with the 
assistance of the lens, the minute meshes of some net-like 
festinella, scarce half a nail's breadth in area, - I sat me down 
in the sunshine in the opening of a deserted quarry, hollowed 
in the dome-like front of the hill, amid shells and corallines 
that had been separated from the shaly matrix by the disin- 
tegmting influences of the weather. The organisms lay as 
thickly around me as recent shells and corals on a tropical 
beach. The labors of Murchison had brought me acquainted. 
with their forms, and. with the uncouth names given them in 
this late age of the world, so many long creations after they 
had been dead and buried, and locked up in rock ; but they 
were new to me in their actually existing state as fossils ; and 
the buoyant delight with which I squatted among them, glass 
in hand, to examine and select, made me smile a moment after, 
when I bethought me that my little boy Bill could have shown 
scarce greater eagerness, when set down, for the first time, in 
his third summer, amid the shells and pebbles of the sea-shore. 
But I daresay most of my readers, if transported for a time to 
the ocean shores of Mars or of Venus, would manifest some 
such eagerness in ascertaining the types in which, in these 

remote planets, the Creator exhibits life. And here, strewed . 
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